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designing your metrics road map
The Future of Measuring Brand Experience in the Age of Big Data 
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Ah, to be able to predict the future! 
That would be amazing, wouldn’t it?
To be able to shape the future? Downright incredible — and beyond 

the dreams of most.

And yet, that’s exactly what the digital transformation of our era has 

enabled. It’s a completely new paradigm for engagement, and it’s 

breaking all the rules.

It’s up to today’s organizations to decide what tomorrow’s rules will 

be. Marketers and event organizers who aren’t afraid to capitalize on 

new technology and push past “what has been” will be the ones who 

determine “what will be.” 

These bold, brave marketers and event organizers will be positioned 

to seize opportunities and truly shape the future.

The challenge, though, lies in recognizing the opportunities 

before us. And therein lies the power — and promise — of data.

Learn more about the future 
of brand experience: 
http://bit.ly/future-of-brand-experience
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https://www.freeman.com/insights/issues/digital-event-technology
http://bit.ly/future-of-brand-experience


the opportunity: an evolving 
approach to data measurement
As digital converges with brand experience, one key outcome 

is data — and lots of it. While organizers used to struggle to 

obtain enough data, today, they’re nearly overwhelmed with an 

abundance of it. 

What’s more, in the near future, brand experience will become 

increasingly digitized, which will allow for a more seamless, 

personalized attendee experience — one that can be properly 

monetized for its true value.
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The Digitization of Experience 

Amazon Go
With checkout lines a thing of the past, 

the shopping experience is transformed 

by computer vision, sensor fusion, and 

deep learning. The Amazon Just Walk 

Out technology lets you walk in, shop, 

and simply walk out — pushing the 

boundaries of current technology and 

completely modernizing the shopping 

experience. 

Source: Amazon

Yet, the live brand experience is the most valuable marketing medium because it taps into all five senses, offering a depth of engagement not 

available elsewhere. Imagine the impact that could be achieved by combining some of the upcoming technologies to dramatically expand the 

experience, and the corresponding value derived for attendees, exhibitors, sponsors, organizers, and brands.

Faception
This facial personality profile technology rejects 

the idea that you can’t judge a book by its 

cover. Through computer vision and machine-

learning technology, the program analyzes 

facial expressions and boasts 80% accuracy 

in linking facial images with such wide-ranging 

“personality classifiers” as student, business 

professional, and more.

Source: Faception

Carnival Medallion
The smart medallion, a quarter-sized piece of 

technology, and the Ocean Compass app are 

posed to revolutionize the cruise industry while 

simultaneously increasing revenue for Carnival 

cruise line. From allowing guests to purchase 

food and drinks to powering a gambling platform 

to opening cabin doors, the medallion offers 

invisible technology that will completely evolve a 

customer’s cruising experience.

Source: New York Times

Here are a few examples of how the digital transformation is already impacting everyday experiences.
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https://www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&node=16008589011
http://www.faception.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/04/business/media/coming-to-carnival-cruises-a-wearable-medallion-that-records-your-every-whim.html?_r=0


the challenge: breaking down 
the roadblocks to data-driven insights
While all this data has value, it’s important to keep in mind that not 

every piece of data is the same. There’s a difference between mere 

numbers and robust data streams that provide true insight.  

What’s more, most often data arrives piecemeal and requires sifting 

before analysis can be performed and insights revealed. Moreover, 

data streams typically aren’t housed centrally; instead, they reside 

in individual silos. For example, sales might own some of the data, 

operations might own other parts, and finance might own the rest. 

Or data may be scattered across multiple brand events and 

activations, targeting different audiences, products, or geographies.
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When collecting data in a live setting, marketers 
must be able to measure and leverage those 
metrics to create a return on experience.

The limited connectivity between data sources also limits the ability 

to translate data into actionable insights that will drive event growth 

and improvement. The use of data is typically not optimized or 

synchronized across an organization. As a result, marketers often 

feel handcuffed by data, because they are unable to properly 

monetize it and unable to attribute an accurate value to the 

experiences they have created. 

Measurement — like technology — must evolve.

Traditional methods of measurement may continue to provide 

meaningful analysis and forward-facing insights. But the event 

industry must also be willing to embrace new methods and metrics 

that evaluate actual human behavior to reveal insights. Only through 

these insights gained will we be able to put a more accurate value 

on the experience — and then know better what to charge for it.

Of course, in order to be successful in any measurement program, 

it’s necessary to start with a clear understanding of goals and 

objectives. This is true regardless of measurement methods. But 

collecting data for the sake of collecting data will not help move the 

needle. Only when you set objectives will the data provide value. 

By establishing goals and objectives, working to connect the dots 

across organizational silos, and by utilizing smarter methods of 

measurement, we set the stage for advanced analytics that will 

accelerate the digital transformation and profitability of the 

entire event industry.
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the focus: maximizing value
At the end of the day, data may be one of a company’s most valuable 

assets. But for this data to have value to event organizers, they must 

be able to monetize the insights generated.

Data derived from digital marketing, by contrast, provides a strategic 

advantage here: It’s more prevalent, not only because it’s less 

expensive, but also because its value can be efficiently quantified.

Although those in the brand experience channel may already be 

using data to drive business and marketing strategies, they need to 

find other avenues and use it in more creative ways to gain a true 

competitive edge. Other industries are regularly harnessing metrics 

through advanced data strategies to deliver bottom-line value. What 

can we learn from them?
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In recent years, digital marketing has grown and competed 

successfully for marketing budgets for two reasons:

     Digital marketing has a low-cost barrier to entry.

    The digital arena is easy to measure, test, and improve.
 

However, the digital world engages only two senses — sight and 

sound — while live events engage all five. It seems logical, then, 

that live events are inherently more adept at creating immersive 

and impactful experiences — and at delivering value back to 

participating organizations and customers.

The key, though, is that event organizers must be able to prove this 

theory going forward. Leveraging new data streams to yield more 

informative and actionable metrics and insights can help to:

• Reinvent and evolve the entire brand experience medium

• Embrace the opportunity to combine the physical 

 and digital worlds

• Leverage new data streams to yield more informative and   

 actionable metrics and insights

When it comes to brand experience, everything starts and ends 

with people. Marketers must learn how to incorporate modern 

advancements while remaining both profitable and true to the human 

perspective that provides the foundation for interactive experiences. 1.

2.

The New York Times has been using advanced analytics to 

reverse a significant decline in subscriptions. By identifying 

the predictable characteristics and behaviors that signal 

current subscribers are about to cancel their subscriptions, 

the newspaper is able to proactively recognize these 

subscribers before they cancel and intervene with enticing 

offers to remain.

How could this type of analysis help you    

increase attendee and exhibitor retention   

rates from year to year?
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Where Data Can Take Your Brand

When it comes to brand experience, 
everything starts and ends with people. 
 
The digitization of experiences drastically improves the ability to collect 

data and provide actionable insights. 

 

Means of measuring people’s movement — such as RFID and iBeacon 

tracking, heat mapping, and video analysis — are already pervasive 

today, and their analysis is not new to event professionals. But the level 

and sophistication of human behavior metrics for events must evolve. 

No longer will simply tracking attendee activity throughout an event 

be regarded as sufficient to fully assess and understand the attendee, 

exhibitor, and sponsor experience.

If marketers and organizers can’t accurately understand the impact of 

event experiences on human emotions and intent, they’ll struggle to 

develop experiences that will keep attendees coming back, and they’ll 

never fully maximize exhibitor and sponsor value.
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New Measurement Technologies

If it seems as if the measurement of human behavior (or the emotion 

and intent that live experiences generate) is impossible, simply look 

to other industries to see its potential.  This technology — and its 

application to events — is closer than you think. Imagine how, in the 

future, you could take advantage of the infinite data points offered by:

Facial recognition
Facial recognition technology allows presenters to capture attendees’ 

emotions and predict their intent. By giving presenters a better 

understanding of their attendees, presenters are empowered to alter the 

experience in real time. 

Source: Engadget

Wireless biometric screening
While such devices are typically intended for medical use, such as 

monitoring breathing and heart rates, they’re sensitive enough to pick up 

on an even more subtle measure: emotions. In the future, they could help 

exhibitors gauge reactions to their exhibit, product demo, or even theater 

presentation within their booth, and adjust accordingly. 

Source: New Scientist

Body language 
Event planners rely on being able to accurately read unspoken cues in 

order to give clients and attendees exactly what they need. Advanced 

algorithms may be able to correlate hidden biases with nonverbal behavior, 

transforming the way people interact and gently encouraging them toward 

a desired direction.

Source: New Scientist

Machine learning 
Similar to data mining, machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence 

that helps computer programs learn without explicit programming. Every 

time a program is exposed to new data, it learns and develops accordingly 

to create predictive models. Organizers could tap into machine learning to 

create more personalized experiences on the fly as new data flows in. 

Source: The Guardian

By raising this bar, brand experience will:

• Use data to differentiate the channel from other 

 marketing mediums

• Enable empirical insights into how event costs correlate with an  

 improved return on experience  
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https://www.engadget.com/2016/09/13/professor-uses-facial-recognition-to-spot-bored-students/?sr_source=Twitter
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22630182-100-wireless-routers-could-spy-on-your-breathing-and-heartbeat/
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jun/28/google-says-machine-learning-is-the-future-so-i-tried-it-myself


New Value Possibilities

When event organizers blend a physical experience with digital tools, 

they can create a quantifiable brand experience medium that to date 

has eluded the industry. This medium provides ready access to the 

advanced analytics that will: 

• Provide objective measures of return on experience for   

 attendees, exhibitors, and sponsors

• Inspire strategic and creative decisions

• More accurately prove the return on each stakeholder’s   

 investment and assign a justifiable value to each and 

 every experience 

• Help the live experience medium compete for a greater share  

 of the marketing budget 

 
Event metrics and data analytics will no longer be limited to a 

“rear-view mirror” perspective. By capturing and analyzing forward-

looking insights, organizers will be able to move beyond simply 

summarizing past events and instead proactively anticipate the future.

Finally, organizers and marketers will be able to orchestrate the 

personalized experiences that will deliver optimized value to 

everyone involved.
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The power of empirical data is simple. It allows us to analyze, 

understand, and solve a variety of complex challenges, all while 

empowering us to create brand experiences that deliver 

measurable value.

Take advantage of the technology available today, and prepare for 

the future, by:

• Defining the opportunity for any brand experience by setting   

 clear goals and objectives for what you’re trying to measure

• Designing actionable metrics that enhance your ability to   

 impact experiences and monetize their value

• Expanding the use of metrics to design better experiences   

 that will encourage attendees to return year after year

• Building partner relationships that facilitate the development   

 of the science to quantify your experiences

• Stepping outside the bounds of technology and debriefing   

 regularly to envision a future that connects the dots with data  

 to yield meaningful insights and optimize events

• Using data to truly monetize the experiences you create and   

 deliver return on investment

In order to unlock the true power of data, you must take a cyclical 

approach to designing your metrics program, collecting data, and 

debriefing on your progress. As you move forward and integrate 

technology into your events, be sure to retain the human perspective 

that is still the fundamental driving force of each interactive 

experience. It’s only when we can effectively assess the impact 

we have on real, living, breathing, feeling people that we can truly 

transform the value of the face-to-face event experience. 

  

The Way Forward 
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About Freeman 

Freeman is the world’s leading brand experience company. We 
help our clients design, plan, and deliver immersive experiences
for their most important audiences. Through comprehensive 
solutions including strategy, creative, logistics, digital solutions,
and event technology, Freeman helps increase engagement and 
drive business results. 

About ESI 

Exhibit Surveys, Inc., pioneered the field of exhibition and event 
research over 50 years ago. Since 1963, Exhibit Surveys has 
established metrics that have become event industry standards 
and developed unique diagnostic tools to provide guidance and 
sound recommendations to organizations throughout the industry. 
Exhibit Surveys was acquired by Freeman in 2016. 

Request a consultation to design 
your own metrics road map.  

want more?
HALUK KULIN, SVP STRATEGY AND DATA, FREEMANXP 

SKIP COX , SVP, RESEARCH AND MEASUREMENT, EXHIBIT SURVEYS, INC.  
+1.214.445.1000 OR CONTACTFREEMAN@FREEMAN.COM

CONTACT US
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https://www.freeman.com/contact



